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Thank you very much, Don! Good morning. I’m Farnam Jahanian, co-founder of Arbor Networks and chair of Computer Science and Engineering Department at the University of Michigan. On behalf of my colleagues at Arbor Networks, let me welcome all of you to NANOG 47.  
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Special thanks to our co-sponsor Don Welch and his crew at Merit Network.As many of you probably know, the underlying technologies for Arbor Networks came out of our early research work at the University of Michigan, and in fact, Merit Network played an instrumental role in the proof-of-concept deployment of the technology in those early days.We are happy to team up with Merit once again for NANOG47.
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Exciting new era of innovation
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A breathtaking pace of advancement has brought computing and communication into the forefront of business, science, medicine, arts and entertainment in ways that were barely imagined only a decade ago. The explosive growth of data, -- wireless connectivity at broadband speeds for potentially billions of smart devices, and -- seamless access to resource sand services  in the “cloud” are transforming the way we work, learn, play, and communicate. There is no doubt that information technologies will integrate more deeply into society,     AND proliferation of new ways and new applications for communication, collaboration and sharing will continue.  WHAT is perhaps most exciting is that networking – your business – will continue to at the center of an ongoing societal transformation for decades to come.
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Brings significant challenges

Traffic Growing Rapidly on Fixed 
and Mobile Networks
IP traffic will double every 2 years through 2011
“Video Internet” will drive much of this growth
High quality of experience is essential for video, 
cloud computing and SaaS

Security Threats Clog Bandwidth 
and Increase Costs
5% of internet traffic is malicious
Attacks have grown rapidly over the last decade
Botnets drive growth in size and complexity

Pricing for data is fixed or dropping
Competition
Regulation
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Of course, these advanced are going to bring enormous challenges. DO BULLET 1:More than 161 million viewers watched an average of 157 videos per viewer during the month of August. Google served an estimated 10 billion videos during the month of august.DO BULLET 2:DO BULLET 3: of course, pricing is under pressure.  And I don’t need to remind you that competition and regulations pose significant additional constraints
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Yesterday: The era of ‘look at me attacks’

– Primary motivation of 
hackers was bragging 
rights

– Worms and viruses 
intended to simply wreak 
havoc on the infrastructure

– These were availability 
attacks: impacting network 
access and services, and 
often, reputations
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Craig Labovitz in a few mins is going to talk about the evolution of Internet traffic.Let me spend a couple of mins focusing on the evolution of security threats.Over the last decade, threats to the availability and security of the Internet have undergone a rapid and dramatic evolution. A few short years ago, we witnessed the emergence of highly visible attacks against Internet users and infrastructure including Internet Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and highly virulent Internet worms. DO BULLETS.
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Today: Botnets, Mobility, Clouds and Social Media 

– Malware that propagate, take control of hosts, and enable C&C 
infrastructure and delivery platforms for malicious activity

– Coordinated attacks launched from botnets that harvest the 
resources of compromised hosts, fueling a rapid increase in 
spam, phishing, and identity theft.  

– Distributed attacks increasing in size and sophistication, 
targeting specific applications including layer 7

– Proliferation of attacks spurred by financial gains or political 
motives 

Profit motives and new opportunities
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Presentation Notes
In recent years, we found ourselves in the midst of a fundamental shift from attacks that primarily target infrastructure availability to coordinated attacks launched from malicious distributed delivery platforms (i.e., botnets) that harvest the resources of infected hosts (i.e., bots).DO BULLETS:What we are seeing are …SKIP …Whether attacks are spurred by financial gains or political motives, attackers have become proficient at hiding themselves using compromised hosts as proxies and amplifying the power of their attacks using distributed software.  The result is vast numbers of compromised computers that have fueled a rapid increase in spam, phishing, and identity theft. Significant challenges for wireless device and network securityProtecting cloud infrastructure key to longer-term adoptionSocial media applications opens new avenues for hackers
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Tomorrow: 2009 and beyond

• Profit motives here to stay

• Politically motivated DDoS becoming 21st

century form of street protest 

• Cyber-networks are the new frontier of 
counterintelligence

• Botnets will continue to dominate how attacks 
are launched; attribution will be increasingly 
difficult

• Proliferation of wireless devices and social 
media platforms open new avenues for hackers 
and bring evolving security challenges 

• Protecting cloud infrastructure key to long-
term adoption

Estonia 'Cyberwar' 

Future security challenges will follow Internet adoption patterns
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TOMORROW: So What’s ahead … There is no question that future security challenges will follow Internet adoption patterns.DO BULLETS.BOTTOM LINE:Internet adoption patterns will lead to a dramatic shift in the size, complexity, and diversity of cyber-security attacks.SKIP:we discuss how future security challenges will follow Internet adoption patterns including:  the explosive growth of on-line data; the proliferation of mobile devices connected at broadband speeds; and the emergence of a “cloud” computing paradigm that will transform the cyber landscape,a significant rise in politically motivated cyber attacks suggests that cyber-networks are the new frontier of counterintelligence. Whether these attacks are targeted at our national labs, financial institutions, critical infrastructures (e.g., power grids), or defense installations, the potential ramifications for our economic prosperity and national security are undeniable.  Politically motivated DDoS becoming 21st century form of street protest (Estonia, N. Korea-S. Korea, Georgia-Russia)

http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/�
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Collaboration more important than ever

 NANOG itself is example of collaborative nature 
of our work

 Cooperation and information sharing between 
private and public sector, among Internet Service 
Providers, and between governments will be 
critical

 Cyber world will be increasingly important to 
economic prosperity and national security

 Never been a more exciting time to be in our 
business
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To wrap up …Recognizing that many of tomorrow’s breakthroughs will occur at the intersections of diverse disciplines, we need to be leading actors in this enormous global transformation, rather than spectators.  That’s exciting!



Thank You
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